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“From Deliveroo to FitBit we are witnessing the near future, 
and before 2020 citizen sensor networks, social media growth 
and the digital sharing economy are three of the models that 
will enable us to produce, use and consume digital services 
differently. This means it’s about to get easier to connect all the 
things we do in London; travelling, working, socialising, visiting 
world famous attractions and discovering new opportunities.  
All of this will become transformed by the greater availability  
of digital technology. 

Our public services are also on a transformative journey to ensure 
they deliver efficiently and provide new levels of engagement, 
access mobility as well as new transaction channels, all available 
via the smartphones, tablets and social media networks that  
we have already. 
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There is a potential to enhance our experiences through predictive 
real time mobility, cyber secure services, personalised visualisation 
dashboards and much more, realising the ‘value for data’. 

My team and I are looking forward to playing our part in making 
these citizen focused digital visions a reality and making London 
the best connected city in the world.”

“Moving around London it is impossible to miss the plethora of new digital services that 
have emerged almost overnight.”

Adrian Gregory 
Chief Executive, Atos UK & Ireland
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A Smarter London

Transformation London
Austerity is the driver in Local Government and that privation makes  
it possible to start considering the previously unthinkable. Common 
examples are divestment of services – like libraries – or conversely, more 
shared services with others like Police and NHS.

Radical cuts demand radical change. Despite scrutiny around costs, there 
is continued drive to deliver accessible, innovative services to citizens. 
Changing a business application or modernising a call centre won’t 
reinvigorate an authority, but mobile working and using technology in situ 
with citizens is now possible and transforms the way people work.

Incremental change isn’t transformation. Transformation comes from 
innovation. Innovation stems from creativity and creativity happens when 
people actively engage. Active engagement only happens when teams can 
collaborate – across organisations and reaching outside.

In Google we believe people use technology as citizens no differently to the 
way they use technology as employees, and we try to make products good 
for both. The employer must make sure that additional needs are met, like 
worrying more about security. But the result is that our customers report 
major efficiencies, and staff saving as much as a day a week.

A recent post from CESG refused to accept the default ‘No’ answer to doing 
things differently. That attitude is increasing amongst senior staff and elected 
members in Local Government. This is not about Millennials entering the 
workforce but their predecessors, now in charge, who saw tech as a good 
thing and want that feeling again.

Smart London
Our new Mayor takes office at a time of unprecedented change – and 
opportunity. Never before has the capital been so well positioned to deliver 
digital services and innovation that exceeds Londoners’ high expectations. 
The Mayor can profoundly shape our city’s digital future within a single 
term of office. 

The foundations are already in place. The Smart London Board is ready 
to support a smarter, faster and stronger digital infrastructure. Initiatives 
like the London Data Store show how a smart public sector can create the 
space for a flourishing private sector, where rapid growth firms such as City 
Mapper are taking their London experience to the world. 

Now is the time to refresh and refocus London’s digital vision. The capital’s 
tech community – from new start-ups to established players – is poised to 
help realise this future.

The future of digital public services
It’s the citizen who will shape the journey to digital transformation.

Cities and local authorities are at a crossroads, but the direction of travel 
is clear. Digital technology is going to power tomorrow’s cities and 
public services, fuelled by devolved political authority, retail innovation, 
and collaboration between the public and private sector. It’s an amazing 
opportunity to shape local government culture, technology and services. 

Fundamental to London really grasping and delivering this opportunity will 
be the need to design the digital journey for the citizen, and the relationship 
that public bodies must develop with the citizen.

Crucially, the Mayor, local authorities and public services will need partners 
that understand public sector responsibilities, and are committed to the 
same values of trust and transparency. They need confidence that digital 
services will deliver real value in quality and efficiency. Above all, leadership 
from the Mayor, Borough Leaders, Councillors and private sector industry 
figures will need to be aligned and visionary to engage with citizens and to 
design, build, and re-build the digital world citizens will expect.

Digital Devolution

Professor David Gann CBE 
Vice-President (Development and Innovation)  
Imperial College London 
Chairman, Smart London Board

The time is now
Technology has changed our habits in so many ways. The Internet, 
smart mobile technology, and faster connectivity have encouraged new 
shopping habits, new ways to manage our money, new working patterns 
and new forms of interaction with family and friends. Yet today’s citizen is 
unlikely to find the same digital convenience when it comes to accessing 
local services. 

In this era of political devolution, in return for greater autonomy, more 
will be expected from the public sector in terms of value for money 
and innovation. Cities and Local Government will need to harness the 
opportunities that digital transformation, big data analytics and the mobile 
smart citizen present – Digital Devolution.

David Fitton
Head of Sales, UK Public Sector, Google

Kulveer Ranger 
Director, Digital Public Services, Atos
Chair, Digital Cities Exchange Advisory Board,  
Imperial Business School

 KulveerRanger #DVfL
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London at the Heart

city

home

borough

work

transport mayor & boroughs

emergency serviceshealth

Total population 
of London: 
8,615,246 (ONS)

Total population 
of London in 2020 
is estimated at 
9,115,500 (ONS)

13.3% of London 
population are 
tourists (ONS)

100 different 
languages spoken 
in almost every 
London borough 
(Evening Standard)

There are 6.25m 
people on buses in 

London each day (BBC 
News)

71% use social media 
on public transport 
daily (Social Media 

London)

14% of North 
Londoners and 31% 

of South Londoners 
said that social media 

influenced their vote 
in the General Election  
(Social Media London)
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Digital Policing A Borough Perspective of Digital Change

Jon Mottershead 
Client Executive, Police and Home Office, Atos

Matt Haynes 
Digital Public Services, Atos

“I set out very clearly when I became Commissioner 
the need to transform the Met to be the best crime-
fighters and earn the trust and confidence of every 
neighbourhood in London through Total Policing. My 
drive for improvement will continue as we focus on 

fighting London’s gangs, reducing knife crime and improving the way 
we help the public by becoming a truly digital police service.

We have a big task to modernise our technology to support digital 
transformation”

Sir Bernard Hogan-Howe QPM, Commissioner of Police of the 
Metropolis November 2015

This vision that will only be made viable by collaborative ‘game  
changing’ transformation.

By creating more responsive, capable and real time technology a plethora 
of benefits will be delivered to the Metropolitan Police Service (Met) and 
the London citizen. Digital transformation of policing can allow intelligence 
to be extracted and delivered to who needs it, when and where they need 
it via mobile technologies. Enabling the sharing of appropriate information 
within the service and across other organisations means citizens’ issues 
will be dealt with more swiftly, repeat work will be reduced and incidents 
that are not directly related to the Police will be redirected earlier. Solutions 
such as these allow savings to be made whilst also reducing the time an 
officer spends on cumbersome administration, freeing up valuable hours 
that could be spent fighting crime.

A smarter use of data will allow the service to react more swiftly to crime, 
and will create a more predictive, proactive and pre-emptive police service. 

Atos believes there is potential for emerging technologies to have major 
implications for the police service’s ways of working. 

Anonymous tip technology
Anonymous tip technology could revolutionise the intelligence gathering 
process. Citizens could use their devices in the comfort of their home 
and at their convenience to express concerns they may have without 
attending the station. This new form of interaction draws inspiration from  
the high-speed communication enabled on social media.

CityPulse
CityPulse combines existing sources of information including visitor 
numbers and sound levels sourced on the ground from surveillance 
cameras with data gathered from social media sources to create 
a powerful picture of the street. Sentiment trends can allow early  
preventative intervention. 

Mobile fingerprint scanning solution
SmartMatching technology is a mobile facility that can provide officers 
the ability to perform fingerprint recognition scanning while out in  
the community. 

Digital Transformation will be successful when operational policing 
prioritises emerging technologies and they are delivered with urgency into 
resilient operational service.

In the future, we anticipate the following benefits for Officers:

 u  Greater mobility through any-device-access to support and systems

 u  Reduced bureaucracy through self-service

 u  Improved IT responsiveness, giving increased satisfaction and safety

 u   A support service able to respond to individual pressures  
and timescales.

And the citizen’s experience of the Police service will be enhanced 
accordingly:

 u  Easy Police contact through multiple communication channels

 u  Increased confidence by maintaining Front Line Officer levels

 u  Greater responsiveness through higher Officer availability

 u  Safer London through modern IT services and technologies. 

Innovative digital transformation of operational services will support  
and drive the Total Policing vision the Commissioner will deliver.

Delivering digital transformation in a London 
Borough is not easy. But it is essential. 

Having worked with a London Borough on  
a council-wide change programme since 2014,  
I am convinced that in London over the next 3-4 

years the way in which local government interacts with Londoners  
will fundamentally change.

Councils will be open 24x7 for many services and citizens will expect to be 
able to digitally interact seamlessly with local boroughs and other public 
service providers. Responsibility for delivery of digitally enabled frontline 
citizen services across London will largely sit with the London Boroughs. 
The c£500m per annum that London Boroughs spend on ICT will be 
increasingly focused on delivering digital change.

Digital devolution applies across the range of local authority services, from 
bin collection to adult social care, and it is critical that London Boroughs 
provide the digital framework to build the ecosystem of services and tools 
to let communities match needs with skills e.g. those who need a hot meal 
with those happy to provide it, those who are lonely with those happy to 
provide company, those who need mentoring and support with those who 
have the skills to help. In the near future, our communities will be connected 
to borough wide wifi sponsored by the private sector, and so free to our 
citizens and visitors, allowing this digital future to be possible. Delivering on 
the digital vision for London and realising the opportunities it affords will be 
the measure of success or failure for London Boroughs for this generation 
and those that follow; achieving it offers the only viable alternative to balance 
continuing quality of service delivery with financial constraints.
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A rising population, increasing volumes of tourism 
and a shift toward online shopping present London’s 
transport network with major challenges over the 
coming years. Here we look at emerging technologies 
and digital capabilities that offer a solution.

Dynamic City Mobility Connected Healthcare

Whilst there is still a need for large acute trusts in 
London to invest in major electronic patient record 
platforms, the focus in 2016 and beyond is going to 
move on to how those acute trusts can share patient 

data, in a controlled and efficient way, with GPs and 
community health providers, 3rd sector care providers 

and the local authorities. This will be needed if the new models of 
care and longitudinal pathways can be realised to improve the patient 
experience and health outcomes. It is only through this that the real 
value of patient data can be realised to improve the health of our 
communities at an borough level and across greater London. This next 
decade will be all about data interoperability and healthcare analytics.

Digital transformation is essential if the NHS is to achieve the step change 
needed to deliver the Five Year Forward View and fill the current gaps in 
health, care, quality, funding and efficiency. 

Atos envisions a new health economy that delivers Connected Care, where 
patients, carers and providers are supported by integrated systems that 
empower them to make the right choices; where interactions are immediate, 
simple, intuitive, efficient; where there is trust in the security, reliability 
and integrity of information; where digital services transform healthcare 
delivery and open up a new dynamic health economy for citizens. In an 
everything-connected world, real time recording of events will be the norm. 
We see a world of early self-diagnostics and disease prevention, availability 
of integrated real time data across patient pathways, and routine analysis of 
big data to identify risk and deliver proactive personalised care. 

Connected Care in action 
By 2020 patients, their carers and professionals will be connected through 
digital platforms and tools. They will be informed and empowered to use 
resources effectively and make the right choices for the patient in real time.

Helping a citizen to monitor her own health and well-being 
While this citizen does not have any ongoing health problems, she is 
proactive in monitoring her own health and well-being. 

The citizen’s wearable monitor [1] sends digital observations that are 
of potential concern to her pre-agreed [3] list of clinical providers. 

The citizen has already given digital consent [2] to use these clinical 
observations. They are run through the Virtual Doctor learning 
algorithm [4], which continuously augments its learning from the 
stream of normal and abnormal data. 

The Virtual Doctor has concluded that there is a sign of a trend that 
needs more detailed investigation based on the citizen’s genomic 
data [5]. 

The citizen’s unified communications [6] have already established 
the nearest diagnostic centre with appointments available to match 
her diary. 

Because of her monitored positive living index [7], she doesn’t need 
a pre-approval for this expenditure from her Clinical Commissioning 
Group, which has analysed her as a low risk for health investments. 

The diagnostics centre invoices for the work using the digital 
certificate authorisation [8] she carries on her smartphone. 

1. Wearable monitoring devices connected to an economy of data service 
2. Digital consent for use of Person Identifiable Data 
3. Loyalty agreements between citizens and healthcare providers 
4. Virtual Doctor, using learning algorithms and data volumes from Internet of Things 

data feeds 
5. Genomic Big Data processing and analytics 
6. Unified communications and presence monitoring to identify geo-locations and 

integrated appointment scheduling 
7. Well-being risk stratification based on lifestyle monitoring and health markers 
8. Near field communication to transmit the digital certificate of personal expenditure.

Andy Everitt 
Client Executive, TfL, Atos

Increase in online traffic = road traffic
TfL are seeing a rise in the number of deliveries being made during peak 
times due to the increase in online shopping. 

Vision – dynamic parking allocation
Building on real time data management of the transport network during the 
Olympics = the ability now to deliver Dynamic Route Advice and Dynamic 
Parking for All = information direct to mobile devices and smart vehicles.

Better management of traffic flow = less congestion = less wasted time/
fuel = less pollution = less frustration! Making parking spaces more widely 
available for lorries at less busy times of day, incentivised by a tiered parking 
fee system, and in the most convenient locations.

Aligning transport supply with demand
How can TfL use data even more effectively to provide enhanced, real time, 
advice to passengers on their best route?

Vision – predictive travel data analytics
Get a seat or space to stand. By knowing where there is capacity on any 
mode of public transport – trains, tubes, buses, trams, you’ll know how 
full they are! By making full use of data often already available (i.e. from 
Wi-Fi scanning and Beacon technology) and adding new sources of data  
– TfL can enhance existing services and enable new ones across the 
customer journey. 

Predictive data analytics will inform the traveller of the route via which they 
will encounter the least crowding, optimising congestion management  
and enabling a smoother journey for the traveller.

Information for tourists and visitors:
Tourists and visitors to London can easily be overwhelmed by the sheer 
scale of London, and by the distributed nature of its many attractions.

Vision – single source of information:
Tourists and visitors will be able to access a TfL app on their phones to 
assist their journey planning; which is personalised to their journey. 

Curating your future London experience: 
Using augmented reality and rich heritage data like blue plaques, museums 
and theatres, specific Tourist Applications will be available for visitors to 
London to help them curate their stay, by pre-planning or real time advising 
them on their journeys around our historic and culturally rich city. Activated 
by geo-data, personal preferences or even on a random mode to ping 
interesting facts.

Elaine Bennett 
Partner, Atos Consulting (Healthcare)
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Local Digital Data Analytics and Ethics

In the next ten years citizens will have 
significantly better control over how their data 
is used because of five megatrends for the 
Digital Future

Info savvy citizens – Digital VfD (Value for Data)
Citizen knowledge will have advanced to a level where the populace is 
mostly digitally savvy. In 2026 it will have been 19 years since the world’s 
first iPhone smart phone was launched and now Generations X, Y and 
Z will know the value of their data, and expect a fair value exchange  
with organisations.

Ethical data performance monitoring at work
Ethical processing of data will become a specific consideration and control 
check in organisations alongside regulatory adherence and internal policy 
control checks. Employee annual performance objective plans will cover 
wider data ethics objectives, including the agreement that employees do 
not do something with data that they would not like done to their family or 
friends (a basic but powerful view of what is data ethics).

Remember that scene in Back to the Future II when Marty McFly gets fired 
– he engages with an ‘unethical’ digital transaction, which is monitored and 
immediately flagged to his boss from whom he receives an instant video 
call and ‘you’re fired’ fax! This will happen – (maybe not the fax bit). 

Ethical differentiation
Customer data charters will be commonplace that function solely to 
help organisations state how they will treat citizen data. Competition on 
ethical values will exist, where companies go above and beyond required 
regulation to build trust, advocacy and loyalty. Data ethics will take its place 
alongside other brand differentiators such as Fair Trade, Green Credentials, 
Sponsorships and Charity Support. So it won’t just be your carbon footprint, 
but ‘bad’ and ‘good’ data usage practice that we will be keen to be reassured 
about. 

Outcome focused ethical technologies
The Internet of Things (IoT) will have given rise to smart, intelligent sensors 
within everyday hardware, and these sensors will work collaboratively on a 
pure rules basis to deliver an outcome dictated solely by the consumer at a 
personal or household level. The flow of this data will be secured in far more 
advanced ways, possibly by digital avatars that securely allow citizens to 
identify themselves with the digital world with little/ no real-world personal 
data exchange.

Proactive, agile and strong regulation
The regulatory boundaries of data management and processing will – as 
we are already beginning to realise – need to be even more understood 
because of the modern day history built up and knowledge gained over 
this time. The severe financial and non-financial risks from breaches in data 
management and processing will be even more clearly understood for 
breaches in data management and processing. Regulators will themselves 
now be digitally savvy resulting in agile and proactive monitoring rather 
than slow and reactive reviews. The foundations for digital market regulatory 
frameworks are already being considered at European and National levels 
but it is paramount that Local Government and public services such as 
Policing, Health and Transport also work together to prepare for the 
transformation in their services that citizens will soon experience.

Alan Grogan
Associate Partner, Atos Consulting

We need to increase public sector productivity, drive out waste and enable 
a range of key policy objectives embracing health, social care and housing 
along with devolution. Digital innovation will play a key role in unlocking 
opportunities and policy ambition.

There is no magic digital bullet for cities and local authorities. Each will 
be at different stages of digital maturity. Each will differ in its technology 
landscape. Each will have different approaches to IT delivery. Simplistic 
one-off capital investments, in these circumstances, are unlikely to deliver 
sustainable progress and could, in some cases, lead to waste. 

That said, it is vital that local government doesn’t miss out on critical 
national developments – including Government as a Platform (GaaP) – that 
will deliver major transformation and new opportunities over the course of 
this parliament. Integrating local government with national developments 
is, therefore, a pivotal requirement. 

Finally, local government has innovative and forward-thinking cities and 
councils that are driving forward the digital agenda – arguably sometimes 
ahead of central government. These authorities can support other local 
agencies and public bodies, but cannot do this sustainably at the moment. 
In light of this we need a fresh and new approach to digital in the sector.

The question is how to enable digital transformation in such a complex 
environment with so many variables, and no “one size fits all” answer 
exists. Our recommendation is a twin track approach for local government, 
focusing on:

 u    Building lasting foundations for sustainable success that will help local 
government and its partners achieve the huge savings needed over 
the next few years; 
 
and 

 u   Harnessing the collaboration potential of local authorities and 
incubating innovation and exemplars that can be scaled across  
local government to reduce duplication and replication, and  
accelerate innovation. 

Martin Ferguson 
Director of Policy and Research, Society of Information 
Technology Managers (SOCITM)
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Cyber Security in London

London is the world’s leading financial centre for international business and 
commerce and is one of the “command centres” for the global economy. 
Inner London itself has the largest volume of ‘digital’ workers in the UK – 
(more than 250,000). It is the centre of Government and the powerhouse 
that creates around 22% of the UK’s GDP. 

It must also continue to develop the physical and logical infrastructure 
that enable continued population growth within a constrained geography 
(utilities, transport, technology etc) in a smarter and more efficient way 
– which inevitably means more reliance on ICT, and in particular online 
capability. With the UK being a global player in world events, and London 
being its shop window, its technology infrastructure is a prominent target 
for disruptive action.

As the ‘move to the cloud’ accelerates, there is a pressing need to ensure 
that this happens in a way that ensures cyber security capability, monitoring 
and response are included in the Cloud Services.

The cyber security challenge
In terms of the cyber threat, London’s residents and businesses face the 
same underlying challenges that we all do wherever we live; but on top 
of that comes the additional layer of exposure due to London’s global 
prominence, being the seat of Government, the largest centre of population, 
highest profile media focus, and diversity of residents. 

The wealth located in the city will attract cyber criminals; its strategic 
political importance and media focus etc will attract disruptive action by 
protesters, Nation States, Hacktivists and terrorist groups. Many of them 
have aspirations to cause practical damage through cyber activity – where 
it’s not so much about the IT equipment, it’s about disturbing the processes 
it controls (stop the trains running, stop the flood barriers closing, stop the 
electric grid operating etc). 

This ‘Global City’ role brings with it an intensity of focus and magnifies the 
potential impact of any vulnerability – in essence, when you talk about 
Critical National Infrastructure, London as an entity in itself is probably the 
‘most critical’.

When we in Atos build the infrastructure for an Olympic Games, we do so 
in full recognition that for the period of the Games it will become one of 
the world’s top cyber security targets: that’s for 17 days; London has that 
exposure perpetually.

Safe digital transformation
Atos firmly believes that cyber security, properly managed, can flip over 
from being simply about threat reduction, to becoming an enabler and  
a value enhancer. London’s residents, commuters, retailers, public services 
and commercial organisations want to reap the benefits of Digital 
Transformation, but to succeed in this, their digital relationships need to 
flourish within an effective Trust and Compliance regime where protecting 
against cyber threats, maintaining privacy and keeping personal data safe 
are key features. This allows businesses to flourish, lets us engage more 
effectively with public services, and allows digital capability in a safe manner.

We believe in the concept of a cyber security Value Chain that focuses 
on letting us enhance digital capability and increase value while also 
managing existing and emerging cyber security risks and compliance with 
privacy, data protection and IT Governance requirements.

People First Technology

While it is hard to predict accurately what London’s economy and society 
will look like in ten years – and therefore what role technology will play 
– we do know that some things will not change. We know, for example, 
that the Boroughs and the Mayor will always be looking to keep spending 
down, precisely because there are so many growing demands on their 
time and money. Think about the ever-increasing demands on education 
and transport to name but two. We also know that people will continue to 
expect the public sector to at least try to keep up with the private sector 
in its delivery of services online. And we know that people and businesses 
will continue to share endless amounts of information and data online to 
make life more convenient and fun. In imagining life in the future, we need 
to think about people first – and imagine technology that fits around them.

What might that mean? Central and Local Government will likely have to 
massively scale up its ability to deliver services online – not just allowing 
people to download or submit forms, but allowing them to sort out more 
complex problems online that currently require letters or phone calls. Rapid, 
online chat facilities will be the norm. Crucially, public bodies will also be 
expected to handle vast amounts of personal data that can be safely shared 
– instantly – with residents and with multiple public organisations that serve 
them. They will also have to provide massive amounts of useful real time 
information online – on everything from road closures and congestion, to 
details on car parking spaces, to waiting times at Accident and Emergency, 
to crime rates, to weather alerts. And last but no means least the city will 
need to make far greater use of digital platforms to encourage collaboration 
with businesses, charities and citizens to solve urban challenges.

Those businesses and public sector bodies thinking about delivering 
the near term future of public services know that investment will be key 
but they should already start designing their relationships, setting their 
ambitions and drafting the policies that will frame the pathway to the digital 
reality of the future. 

Sandy Forrest 
Client Executive for Cyber Security, Atos
Member of Mayor of London’s Cyber Security Advisory Panel

 �Tech Nation – Powering the Digital Economy (2015)
 �ONS Regional GVA report (2014)

James Frayne 
Director of Policy, Policy Exchange
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Tom Dutton 
SME Harbour Programme Lead, Atos

Creating a Digital London

Business services companies are invested in the digital 
future of London
The business services sector provides jobs, supports industries, and drives 
economic growth across London. Almost 1 in 10 workers in London are 
employed by the sector which accounts for 9.3% of gross value added to 
the city’s economy.

Business services companies therefore play a key role in driving innovation 
and digital enablement across London’s public services, day to day life and 
businesses. For example, they are providing information dashboards to the 
capital’s hospitals, modelling building information in business headquarters 
and constructing the city’s next generation of smart infrastructure.

The business services sector also works to empower SMEs and foster 
innovation in London’s businesses and supports digital inclusion through 
its social value offerings in local contracts.

Creating innovation networks for London businesses 
London is home to a multitude of large companies with extensive 
knowledge and experience in the digital and technology sector. Through 
initiatives such as Tech City, London has attracted a significant number of 
tech start-ups and digital pioneers who bring innovations to the market 
and who are responsive to technological advances and trends. By bringing 
together the scope and maturity of large businesses and the agility and 
ingenuity of smaller companies, London is able to benefit from business-led 
digital growth.

BSA members work closely with those developing technological solutions 
relevant to their businesses, such as apps that help engineers monitor 
boilers or cloud based training records for cleaning operatives. Through 
supporting or incubating tech innovators, large companies enable them 
to expand, giving them the backing and capacity to upscale their digital 
products and continue to develop ideas. This networking of London’s most 
successful companies creates the environment of digital investment and 
technical agility which in turn attracts new business and growth. 

Digital inclusion across the capital’s communities
Underpinning London’s success is digital capability, not just at a commercial 
and governmental level, but for all individuals across London. To support 
this, London councils are involved in digital inclusion projects, teaching 
basic skills and competencies to those who have lacked the opportunity 
or resource to learn. But with local authorities facing funding challenges, 
greater emphasis on cross-sector solutions is needed to keep London’s 
population digitally educated.

The private sector is working with SME partners to improve access to 
technology by participating in local digital inclusion projects. The business 
services sector works with London’s councils on a range of contracts and 
through these engages with local communities, offering additional social 
value and benefit. Through offering staff volunteer days to teach ICT at the 
town library, providing hardware or office space to local start-ups or funding 
programmes for children to learn coding, businesses are getting involved 
in digital inclusion and helping build the skills that enable all of London to 
gain from digital growth. 

‘Social value’ increasingly means providing access to services and facilities 
that enhance communities, and as digital engagement and services will 
underpin the ability to improve lives and experiences, more emphasis will 
be need to be given to the role of digital outreach. ‘Digital Social Value’ 
will need to be clearly identified as it is redefined by technology, focusing 
on enabling, enhancing, and offering greater choices and connecting 
London’s population.

Big, Medium and Start-up working together –  
The Future of Business.
A key challenge to contemporary business is managing the rapid rate of 
change in technology and adapting to new ways of working to remain current. 
One of the big trends in recent times has been towards entrepreneurship, start-
ups and small businesses, as in many cases technology has enabled individuals 
and small teams to create organisations that deliver value by being agile  
and innovative.

What is SME Harbour:
The SME Harbour is a key programme which supports a higher degree of 
engagement from Atos with the SME community. This community is vast: 
5.4million SMEs are currently operating in the UK (UK Govt, 2015). A key 
strength for the Harbour is the fact that it is mutually beneficial. The SMEs 

gain access to Atos’ large and diverse client base, whilst Atos and its clients 
benefit from their agile services and innovative technologies. Currently, 
Atos works with 24 SMEs in London. By creating a more formalised  
tool for SME involvement, Atos is ensuring greater accessibility to  

pre-qualified companies and enabling accelerated solution delivery to  
the end-customer.

London is the innovation hub of the UK. In 2014, 89,000 new 
companies were born in the capital (UK Govt, 2015) and by the end of 
2015 there were 975,000 SMEs in London alone. In the digital era, there 
is a growing appreciation for the role of smaller businesses and business 
technologists in being able to put innovation into the hands of the citizen. 
Business technologists focus on bringing together people, business and 
technology in order to power progress and help shape the economy of 
the future. This is evidenced by a 350% average annual revenue growth 
for tech sector SMEs between 2010 and 2014 (ComputerWeekly, 2015).
The digital citizen is more willing to adopt new solutions to everyday 
challenges, be it at work or at home. Forward-thinking organisations 
with exciting new technologies and ideas are actively improving their 
day-to-day lives. Business technologists are and will be increasingly 
responsible for creating the environment in which these new ideas 
will become a reality.

Business Services Association is a policy and re-
search organisation. It brings together all those who 
are interested in delivering efficient, flexible and 
cost-effective service and infrastructure projects 
across the private and public sectors.
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Citizen Digital Ecosystem

There have been a multitude of forces that have driven our adoption of new 
technology over the years. Price, availability, design and even useful functionality 
have influenced and created new products and markets. For Local Government 
there are three compelling reasons which mean that the time is right for local 
government to plan for digital transformation and create a new relationship  
with citizens:

1 - The financial imperatives are unarguable, as is the 
opportunity!
Central government demands that councils and public services deliver ‘more 
for less’ in the years ahead. This is a challenge, but it is one that the retail sector 
is perennially meeting. To face the challenges of public expectation, population 
growth and value for money, our public services must leverage innovation and 
collaboration from all sectors, and take advantage of devolved responsibility to 
become agile. The Government is backing this approach with more devolved 
powers, local decision making and strong city leadership, creating a unique 
opportunity to rip up the rule book, and paving the way to design, develop, 
and deliver innovative and cost-effective digitised services that really match the 
futures needs and preferences of local people.

2 - Citizens will expect personalised digital local authority 
services – tailored and predictive – just like their Amazon 
account!
Receiving excellent online services or even using mobile apps that exceed our 
expectation used to be considered a nice surprise. However, we are beginning to 
expect much more from technology in all areas of our lives. Most councils have 
in some way moved from written postal forms to call centres and websites. But 
a mass of citizens are digitally maturing and will soon simply expect their local 
councils to provide the same type of automated and modernised experience 
that they use in all other aspects of their lives. Particularly, people will expect 
self-service, speed and convenience, delivered to smart phones and tablets, 
anytime and anywhere.
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Citizen Digital Ecosystem
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3 - The Citizen Digital Ecosystem – almost already built!
The need to invest in static computers and terminals for citizens to use is 
significantly diminished as more and more people own their devices and 
channels to access council services. Some local authorities recognise that 
this new operating environment enables them to adopt a more pragmatic, 
two speed technology investment: balancing traditional IT priorities such 
as stability, reliability, security, and efficiency, with digital speed and agility to 
deliver innovation and real time cutting edge services. 

The convergence of device, connectivity and social media has seen the 
gradual build of the ‘Citizen Digital Ecosystem’. The growth of devices, 
from smartphones to wearables has been complemented by increasing 
investment to deliver stable and ever increased connectivity. 3G to 4G and 
Wi-Fi and followed shortly by 5G – our ability to be mobile, and to transfer 
data on an ever faster ‘super-highway’ will mean an increasing sense of digital 
freedom and opportunity to do what we want, when we want. The retail sector 
has already started to capitalise on these individual networks. By enabling 
on-the-move shopping, payments and location-based, customised offerings, 
significant consumer confidence and trust has already been established. The 
closer links of social media platforms to engage and influence also provide 
and source data to design and inform user services and experience. And 
as citizens become more digitally connected with public services, the data 
that they generate will enable local authorities to gain actionable intelligence 
about behaviour and preferences that has never before been available, 
establishing a virtuous circle of data informed continuous improvement.

What citizen-driven digital transformation really means is that authorities must 
engage with local people as individuals, and continue to track their changing 
personal preferences in order to keep shaping and improving services.

So should our public services continue to deliver in their silos and on service 
specific websites and platforms? Why shouldn’t our personal transport, 
health, local council services and other needs not be tailored, instantly 
accessible, visible and mapped to our individual needs? There is little doubt 
that predictive personal public services will soon be in the palm of our hands – 
or on our wrists – or embedded in some part of our anatomy. The point being 
that we are well on the way to constructing the ecosystem to deliver the 
future. Of course there is a long list of challenges, ranging from data privacy 
and transactional safety and security, to citizen-centric regulation and policy 
design, and the need to accurately model ‘value for data’. Atos, other industry 
leaders and the broader scientific community are already working with 
Government and Local Government to kick start this process of identifying 
needs – developing profiles of citizen types; from single teenage mothers to 
the elderly pensioners with specific welfare requirements. Developing 360 
degree views of likely interactions with services, with the aim to help design 
and plan cost-effectively the digital operating model and the services citizens 
will require now and in the future. These are the opportunities and issues that 
are considered in this document by Atos and by organisations who see the 
vital role that digital transformation will play in the lives of every Londoner.

No one can know the exact shape of the future, but we are excited and 
committed to play our part to assist the political leaders of our city to develop 
and deliver a Digital Vision for London that will provide the opportunities and 
services that this city and its citizens deserve.

Kulveer Ranger 
Director, Digital Public Services, Atos
Chair, Digital Cities Exchange Advisory Board,  
Imperial Business School

 KulveerRanger #DVfL
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Citizen Expectation
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Her interactive holographic wall, on her citizenship pane 
shows:

Her bins will be collected at 10:32 and her glasses with heads-up display, 
highlight items in her supermarkets that use environmentally-friendly 
packaging.

Her mobility vehicle will collect her at 10:50 for her dental appointment 
that is showing as running on time. The dentist will issue her diabetes 
prescription.

Her carer will come at 12.30 when she is back from the dentist.

Her mobility vehicle will collect her at 14.30 for her exercise class when 
the council gym is quiet, one of the personal trainers is free, and when 
her friend is there.

A volunteer gardener has strawberries from her allotment to give her at 
tea-time.

On her messages board:
A note from her local authority to say that they have automatically reduced 
her council tax payments following receipt of attendance allowance.

A request from her virtual health assistant to answer some questions for 
when she is having a cup of tea that is flagged from her smart watch.

Her library has sent digital summaries of books she may like, following 
feedback she has recently posted and other choices by those in a similar 
demographic.

On her life events calendar:
A request from NS&I asking for her authority to confirm the purchase of 
premium bonds following the birth of her grandson.

Signposting from her local authority following the birth of her new grandson, 
to resources that can support her son and his wife.

A prompt to consider whether to offer her granddaughter a room whilst she’s 
at university.

home
work

His dashboard will:

Use his preferences to hire bicycles, checking availability and location 
of where to collect the bike from.

Review the quietest and cheapest times to travel on the tube.

Cross reference his friends’ itineraries and letting him know  
if they overlap.

Check for social events that are aligned to his interests.

Mine social media to find out where the people he ‘follows’ will be 
having lunch that week.

Assess the air quality across the day at various locations.

Remind him it’s his mother’s birthday and source relevant special 
offers for a gift.

Advise to avoid travel routes with waste collections and  
temporary roadworks.

Suggest the best coffee houses to work at in between meetings.

Recommend events and exhibitions close to him that don’t have 
school visits planned.

On his journeys it will:

Tell him about the weather at the places he is visiting and if he goes 
off route.

Check whether there are incidents on his route and redirect  
him accordingly.

Update him on his friends’ whereabouts.

Josh, 30-something, freelance worker 
who mainly works from home

Margaret, 60-something, living alone
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The Digital Future: Now

The City of Edinburgh Council
A trail-blazing digital strategy, which fully automated everyday 
citizen services online – providing anywhere, anytime access at the  
citizen’s convenience. 

In 2013, the City of Edinburgh Council set itself the target to deliver 
key services to citizens online, in line with the ambitions set out in the 
Scottish Government’s ‘Scotland’s Digital Future’ strategy. It wanted 
to supply easy-to-use and accessible digital services.

The agile way of delivering this project meant it could deliver at pace. 
Instead of theoretical specifications, users and suppliers could see 
and use live prototypes. Given that so much was completely new, this 
‘show me not tell me’ approach produced rapid progress while also 
ensuring that solutions exactly met users’ needs and expectations.

The benefits of the programme are already becoming evident with 
significant take-up of the new online system;

 u   Over 40,000 citizens had registered to use the website via the 
Scottish Government Improvement Service my account

 u   Over 90,000 citizens have been matched with Council Tax, 
Benefits or Rent records

 u   Validation of the information held on citizens to identify the date 
of births for 100,000 Council Tax payers.

The City of Eindhoven
Using big data for real time incident response management for the 
City of Eindhoven.

The CityPulse pilot scheme was developed to help the City of 
Eindhoven manage a street in the centre of town – Stratumseind 
– the longest and most vibrant street in the Netherlands with more 
than 50 bars and nightclubs and where 15-20,000 people visit  
every weekend.

Capturing data from a range of existing sources including visitor 
numbers and sound levels this “on the ground” information is 
combined with data gathered from social media sources to create 
a rich picture of the street and help authorities better identify 
trends, forecast and react to situations and de-escalate them before  
they develop. 

For the City of Eindhoven and Stratumseind, the data gathered 
is primarily used to change the colour and intensity of the street 
lighting, manually or automatically. 

Big data analytics ensure that any anomaly to what is considered a 
‘normal’ data pattern can be cross referenced against the other data 
sources. If these data sources confirm an incident, the CityPulse 
dashboard alerts the police control room allowing them to make 
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informed decisions on any additional action that might be required.

The following benefits for Eindhoven have been achieved: 

 u  Safer and more sociable environment for visitors and citizens

 u  Police resources can be focused where they are really required

 u   The city and business owners have lower repair and  
clean-up costs

 u   Less need for hospital and medical resources due to fewer 
alcohol related incidents

 u   More business and tourism attracted to the city due to a fall  
in negative PR.

The concept of using big data analytics for data that’s gathered from 
a variety of existing sources can be extended to include a number 
of other areas – for example giving citizens alerts when pollution 
levels reach a certain threshold, or automatically redirecting traffic 
when parking or congestion parameters are reached. There are no 
limits to the challenges this solution can help your city address...only 
your imagination.

Blaenau Gwent CBC
‘Multi-agency collaboration and data-sharing’ delivers a ground 
breaking solution to supporting vulnerable citizens in South Wales

Collaboration between public sector agencies will increasingly 
hold the key to identifying and meeting citizen needs. In a ground 
breaking collaboration in Blaenau Gwent, South Wales, local councils, 
health boards and emergency services worked together to track 
vulnerable citizens who slip between their separate databases. By 
deploying innovative data matching and predictive analytics they 
could identify those in the area who are most vulnerable and need 
tailored, responsive services. 

Blaenau Gwent CBC, Torfaen CBC, Caerphilly CBC, Gwent Police, 
and Aneurin Bevan University Health Board all currently gather 
valuable information about the people they serve, but in isolation 
from each other. There is no collective intelligence to inform their 
decisions so people at risk are not always prioritised or treated 
sensitively, sometimes with tragic consequences.

With Blaenau Gwent taking a lead role, the five collaborating 
organisations are tackling the barriers to information sharing, 
and potentially preparing the ground for a longer term solution. 
The vulnerability intelligence project aims to enhance the 
quality of response, and enable more meaningful strategic 
needs assessments, based on comprehensive, consistent and  
accurate information.

This project could radically change the way public sector agencies 
work together to provide services in the future, improve service 
outputs and the lives of citizens, and deliver cost savings by 
removing the costs of managing separate information sources.
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Connecting – Sharing – Securely

Citizen-informed digital transformation is changing citizens’ lives fundamentally, 
but importantly it is also creating a climate for new, better, and more cost-
effective operations. Key to this is enabling the ability to reliably and securely 
share data.

Canopy Digital Connect enables the reliable, cost effective and secure 
exchange of data and is a key enabler for City Hall and Local Authorities to 
achieve better public service provision through digital transformation. 

At its core is the ability to connect business processes across London’s 
Government and partner organisations, driving out the cost of operations 
whilst delivering a better outcome for the citizen.

This creates huge opportunities to support a digital transformation, enabling 
citizens to safely and securely interact with their Local Authority, confident that 
regardless of how they are choosing to interact, their communication is based 
on the Authority, or its partners, always having the relevant and accurate 
information. For example;

 u   Applying for a Blue Badge online where once having identified 
themselves, a citizen is presented with the relevant information already 
recorded about them and only asked to input additional relevant data. 
A decision being made in real time because the application process has 
been integrated with an eligibility service and an automated review of 
any other services that are applicable and relevant from both the Local 
Authority and Partner organisations, such as Motability or Independent 
Living Networks

 u   Contacting the council to apply for Free School Meals and not only 
having an instant decision on eligibility, but knowing your children’s 
school will be automatically informed

 u   Being able to opt for all communication being sent electronically and 
securely, from all local services including your GP, child’s school or Social 
Services, and to be able to securely respond via the same channel, 
knowing that all information sent is safe and secure

 u   Knowing that any interaction you have is based on you and your 
needs. For example, a carer being admitted into hospital, automatically 
triggering processes within Social Services or partner organisations to 
arrange alternate care arrangements ensuring they have up to the date 
information on both the carer and the relative or friend they look after, 
where that information could come from the local GP, the Health Trust or 
Social Services.

However, the future will go beyond building a secure platform and the 
redesign of processes to support the efficiency and digital agendas of the City 
and Local Authorities, having the ability to evolve into a community approach, 
to enable the platform to respond to emerging needs and trends:

 u   Based on open standards and APIs, enabling interoperability across all 
systems as a basis for information sharing

 u   The approach engagement model allows organisations to easily 
develop services on top of our platform, either independently or not, to 
collaboratively co-produce solutions to outcomes

 u   As new use cases and services are developed by and with organisations, 
these become available to all users to take advantage of, sharing good 
practice and reducing time and effort for transformation

 u   The solution is delivered via a model that removes financial barriers to 
either starting to use the solution, or ceasing to use it. A pay-by-usage 
model, with no minimum term reduces this financial risk associated  
with the digitisation of services.
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Richard Wilson 
Portfolio and Strategy Manager, Atos

The Internet of Transport

Tony Lacy
General Manager, UK Transportation 
and e-Ticketing, Worldline

Roads, Rail and connected mobility
With 1.305 billion passengers travelling on London’s transport networks 
each year, journeys will invariably be disrupted by unplanned events. It 
is why travel requires reassurance, the kind that is not always available 
through the prism of public transport. However if you were in a “connected 
car” – one that was linked to your personal digital ecosystem, to the internet 
and other devices around it – you’d feel in control with real time information 
and auto-route re-alignment. Using public transport, there is a sense of lack 
of control, if the next train or bus is delayed or even cancelled, then our 
ability to change or even continue the journey is limited by when, and what 
information is available. Increasingly infrastructure providers and Transit 
Operators have the opportunity to build systems that can reassure and 
give confidence at every key stage of the postcode to postcode journey by 
integrating digital technology. 

From station and terminus design, to roads and rails the challenges are 
similar, the need for integration between modes and facilities to better 
inform travel decision making. 

On its own technology is not enough, data must also be shared in 
a common format and a “single version of the truth” must be a shared 
objective. Business processes must change to put the traveller at the heart 
of the business. 

Looking forward, ever increasing capabilities in personal digital technology 
will continue, the “show me digital" generation will demand more and more 
services relevant to their journey. 

 u   The most extreme example we can see today is personal travel 
solutions such as UBER, that take you “on demand” from postcode 
to postcode. Personalised travel comfort will start to take the place of 
traditional transit modes. With our insatiable appetite for travel we need 
these new transit modes to relieve the pressure on capacity

 u   Intelligent and connected assets will increasingly become the norm. 
From sensors that capture air pollution levels to fully autonomous 
vehicles, the internet of things has the potential to revolutionise the 
way we travel, and the information we receive along the way 

 u   Travelling will become pleasurable thanks to personalised services 
activated via digital technology.

So the destination looks very desirable and the journey is all about how we 
access content, pay for services and go from A to B in an accurate, best value 
and unhindered way. If strategies for new assets and passenger services 
fail to recognise the value of new digital capabilities, the opportunities that  
the Transport market can deliver will have been missed.
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Dreaming of a Digital London

We gathered together a group of graduates and in a true millennial sense ask them to think 
about what life would be like in a future digital London... here is what they dreamed up.

I will never have to wait at a check-
out, biometrics will know who I 

am, store sensors will know what 
I’ve picked up and I will be charged 

once I step outside the shop.

I will never have to wait for a 
restaurant again, because I will 
know what is busy before I go 

anywhere and they will know if 
I’m coming.

In the future, I won’t think twice 
about seeing wireless charging 

points across the city, just like 
I don’t think twice about water 

fountains or public seating today. 

I will never have to dash between 
shops looking for a last minute 

ingredient again, because 
anonymous data will show 

me where other people have 
purchased the thing that I need. 

My car will never 
unexpectedly break down, it 
will know what’s wrong with 

it and it will dispatch the 
mechanic before it does.

I will never have to stay 
home to collect a package 
because it will come find 

me, even if I’m having 
lunch at a deli. 

I’ll never lose a key, wallet, 
tablet or laptop again, I will be 
able to use integrated devices 

anywhere configured to me by 
ID recognition.

I will never have to get 
caught in a crowd again, 

other people’s live data will 
warn me before I get there.

In the future I’ll be able 
to avoid the flu because 
my phone will guide me 

around it. 

I will never have to tell 
an ambulance where I 

am, it will phone when I 
need help.

I’ll never have to 
open or close a 

blind again.

I won’t have to explain 
what is wrong with me 

to the GP. 

I’ll never have to tell 
the post office that I 
have moved again. 

I won’t run out of 
milk, my fridge 

will place an order 
before I do.

I will never have to dock 
my Boris Bike again, 

because I’ll be able to 
hand it over to the next 

person that needs it. 

I will never have to tell 
my friends where to 

meet me, because our 
phones will find the best 

place. 

In the future, I won’t 
have to report potholes 
because my car will do 

it for me. 

I will never miss my 
station on the tube again, 
because the device in my 

pocket will let me know 
that it’s time to hop off. 

Jasper Thompson
Digital Sales, Atos

Tom Mault
Business Consultant, Atos Consulting

Christopher Joynson
Digital Transformation Consultant, Atos Consulting

Isaac Swanton
Business Consultant, Atos Consulting



30 31

2003 2006PAST PAST

Tesco loyalty 
scheme

Chip and Pin Oyster card Wi� in phone 
boxes

Facebook Facial Recognition 
passport

First iPhone Fitbit 

2017 2018 FUTURE

2019 2020FUTURE

FUTURE

FUTURE

First deployment of an 
Augmented Reality Fitting 
room by a Retailer

London’s Bus Lanes deploy 
conductive charging plates 
for electric vehicles

2009 2010-2011PAST PAST

2012 2013-2014PAST PAST

2015 2016PAST NOW

Digital advertising 
screens on buses

First Quantum Trading Algorithm 
deployed by a Financial Institution 
in the City of London

First major use of Li-Fi 
pioneered by London’s 
Science Museum

First sta�-less café 
launches in London

First robot to complete 
London marathon 
�nishes in 5 hours 
21 minutes

First use of personalised 
Digital advertising on 
Oxford Street

Star Trek 
50 years old

Oxford Street becomes 
the �rst ‘Connected Street’ 
for security purposes

Taxi Contactless
payment

First ‘Final Mile’ 
delivery made by 
an autonomous 
drone

First driverless 
bus

Future digital reality and dreams?

Future digital reality and dreams?

Future digital reality and dreams?

Future digital reality and dreams?

Real London’s digital past

Real London’s digital past Real London’s digital past

Real London’s digital past Real London’s digital past

Real London’s digital past Real London’s digital past

London’s �rst 
medical diagnosis 
by approved 
healthcare systems

London’s �rst 4D 
building opens
 

Super-fast 5G 
connectivity is 
brought to London

Apple Pay in UKSmart watches

Google Street 
View

Contactless 
debit card 

Mayor Launches  Electric 
Vehicle Delivery Plan 

London hosts biggest 
Smart Olympic Games

UK's �rst Bitcoin cash 
machine launches
in Shoreditch

Google Glass

Establishment of 
London’s Tech City

Mayor’s O�ce for 
Digital London

Wi-Fi hotspots

Wi-Fi on tube dot London 4G service 
in UK

Big Belly Solar 
Bins trialled 

UBER

London and Disruption

The new Mayor will take the reigns of power at a crucial time as London 
surges toward a population of 9million by 2020 and then 10millon by 2030 
– achieving ‘megacity’ status. 

The four-year period of the new mayoralty must see important decisions 
taken to prepare for the London of tomorrow – not least on how to shape a 
vision for a technology enabled capital. 

We are now in a world where disruptive technology is redefining how 
citizens are engaging with public services and shaping their expectations 
of service levels. 

Public services providers and operators – from Councils to Transport – will 
redesign themselves to better use data, analytics, devices, social media 
networks and connectivity. 

The new Mayor needs to play a significant role in championing, breaking 
barriers and silos and ensuring policies encourage the realisation of the 
digital potential for Londoners, and in turn keeping London ahead of other 
cities in terms of attractiveness for investment. 

Colin Stanbridge 
Chief Executive of the London Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry (LCCI)
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